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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, KARL IMHOFF, a sub
ject of the King of Bavaria, residing at Bre
deney, near Essen-on-the-Ruhr, in Germany,
have invented a Sewage-Treatment Appara
tus, of which the following is a specification.
The basins and wells (also towers) used for
the mechanical purifying of waste water are
worked according to the depositing process
0 or according to the decomposin
process.
When the depositing process is used the mud
is frequently removed in order to prevent de
composition. The advantage thus secured
is that the water remains fresh, but there is
5 also the disadvantage that a large quantity
of wet mud, difficult to dry, must be disposed
of. In the case of the decomposing process
the mud is left in the water for a long time
to
become decomposed. In this case the
20 bulk of the mud is considerably reduced, and
it is more easily dried, but there is the disad

vantage that the water becomes tainted by
the decomposition and is liable to carry away
the particles of mud in a state of suspension,
and
this is frequently inconvenient and in
Jurious.

remain in the decomposing well. If the de
composing well is covered the said gases are
removed by a ventilator. When decom
posed, the mud can be easily removed at in 80
tervals
from the deepest part of the decom
posing well.
The details of construction of the decom
posing well and depositing chamber vary
according to circumstances. Various con 66
structions embodying the invention are
shown
drawing.by way of example in the annexed
In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are shown two decom
posing wells b with a depositing basina. In 70
this construction the basina is placed over a
well or wells b in such a manner that the
mud passes uninterruptedly through bottom
apertures cinto the wellor wells b. The
floating bodies in the fresh water are held 75
back by a wall or barrier d and pass through
apertures e into the well b. The wells may
be connected by additional orifices, for exam
ple
at f, in order that they are traversed very .
slowly by water.
80
Figs. 4 and 5, and also Figs. 6 and 7, are
sections and plan views of decomposing wells
in conjunction with depositing wells. The
depositing well a is, for example, either

The object of this invention is to combine
(which keeps the water fresh) with the ad
the decomposing well b (Figs. 4 and 85
30
vantages of the decomposing process (which within
5),
or
is
and external (Figs. 6 and 7).
allows of more easily disposing of the mud). The mudannular
flows
the decomposing well b
Apparatus for this purpose is shown in the from the deepesttoparts
of the depositing well
annexed drawings in which
a.
In
this
case
also
the
bodies in the
Figures 1, 2 and 3 are respectively a vertical fresh water may be keptfloating
back
by
or 90
35
section, a sectional plan and a cross-section barrier, as in the construction showna inwall
Figs.
of one form of the apparatus. Figs. 4 and 5 1 to 3, and may be conveyed to the decom
vertical and horizontal sections of a modified posing well by a conduit provided for that
form
and Figs. 6 and 7 similar sections of an purpose.
other modified form.
I claim as my invention and desire 95
40
The depositing chamber a, a basin or well, to What
secure
is connected to a well or wells b forming a States is:-by Letters Patent of the United
mud decomposing
in such
manner
1. In sewage treatment apparatus the
that
the impuritieschamber
separated
passainto
the combination
depositing chamber having
decomposing E. in order to become a mud outletofatathe
thereof, a mud de 100
45
decomposed therein, but so that the process composing chamberbase
below
depositing
of decomposition does not affect the fresh, chamber adapted to receive the
the
deposited
flowing water in the depositing chamber a, mud, means for preventing the return
of
or only affects it very slightly.
gases
and
rising
particles
from
the
decom
In the decomposing well there are formed, posing chamber to the depositing chamber 105
50
as is the case in all decomposing chambers, a and
means for providing a flow of liquid
floating layer and a bottom or ground layer through
depositing chamber without
of mud. Between these two layers is the disturbingthe
the quiescence of the decomposing

the advantages of the depositing process

clarified, decomposing liquid, which is in chamber.
2. In sewage treatment apparatus the
positing chamber. The mud particles driven combination
a depositing chamber the
upward and downward by the gases evolved sides of whichofconverge
to a mud outlet at
communication with the water in the de

0
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the base thereof and one of said sides being out disturbing the quiescence of the decom
prolonged to extend past the vertical plane posing chamber.
10
through the edge of t other of said sides, a In witness whereof I have signed this speci
decomposing chamber below the depositing fication in the presence of two witnesses.
5 chamber said decomposing chamber extend
KARL MHOFF. . .
ing upward. above, the level of the said mud Witnesses: outlet and means for providing a flow of
ALFRED PoHLMEYER,

liquid through the depositing chamber with-

M. ENGELs.

